ASSOCIATIONAL VBS CLINICS  
(CONFERENCE STRUCTURE OPTIONS)

**OPTION 1**

**PRESCHOOL**
- Babies–2s Leaders
- 3s–Pre-K Leaders
- Kindergarten Leaders
- 3s–K Rotation Leaders

**CHILDREN**
- Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leaders
- Grades 3–4 Bible Study Leaders
- Grades 5–6 (VBX)
- Missions Leaders
- Music Leaders
- Crafts Leaders
- Recreation/Snack Leaders

**ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP**
- VBS Directors & Pastors

**SPECIAL FRIENDS** (special needs)*
- All Special Needs Leaders
  (teachers of children & adults)

**STUDENT**
- All Student Leaders

**ADULT**
- All Adult Leaders

**SPANISH***
- Children and/or Preschool Leaders

**BACKYARD KIDS CLUB/MISSION VBS***
- Directors
- Preschool/Children’s Leaders

**OPTION 2**

**PRESCHOOL**
- Babies–2s Leaders
- 3s–Kindergarten Leaders (including rotations)

**CHILDREN**
- Grades 1–6 Bible Study Leaders
- Missions Leaders
- Music Leaders
- Crafts Leaders
- Recreation/Snack Leaders

**ALL OTHER GROUPINGS, SAME AS OPTION 1**

**OPTION 3**

**PRESCHOOL**
- All preschool leaders

**CHILDREN**
- Grades 1–2 Bible Study & Rotation Leaders
- Grades 3–4 Bible Study & Rotation Leaders
- Grades 5–6 Bible Study & Rotation Leaders

**ALL OTHER GROUPINGS, SAME AS OPTION 1**

*Resources not provided in Associational Team Pack. Additional resources must be purchased.